
éonomic devélopment depends toa large extent on the
ônorriÿ and well-being.of another country.

hese facts, however; provide leverage_to both

çôûntries. While the U.S. market is vital to Canada,
inany Canadian exports are vitalto thè U.S. While.,

based interests have_ greatinfluence, over the na-

, tû'e and pace of economic development in Çanada,
jhéy also have a high stake in participating in Cana-,

an deelopment in a manner which is as creative and
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;While the two governments do not run the eco-

ncnac relationship in a day-to-day sense, they are nec-

^.s^,trily involved in a general waÿ. The nature of the
Cânadian economy and society has required govern-
méut involvement to channel aspects of long-range de-
vél c,pment in beneficial ways. Similarly, it is axiomatic
th<tt the benefits of development have to be worked at
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i Eiadian vulnerability
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It is going to be a difficult and dungerous world in
80s and 90s. Canadian vulnerability to its swings,

5hiits, and shocks,.calls for the dévelopment of mstrti-
are t

nf
inentswhich give the national interest some increased

,he i,r
^cretion over developments. This is what the Canâdi-

its ,; an i zation part of the National Energy Program intends
to^ do. The U.S. government understands this clearly.
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In' President Ronald Reagan's inaugùral, address,
s^ieaking of neighbours and allies, he said "we will not

he u4e our friendship to impose on their sovereignty, for
;onc>> o ur own sovereigntyis not for sale." This is the point. It
7oM

i y a matter of sovereignty - not in the legal sense, but
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bv , (Canada. They will not fall out of a free trade, free
in-estment, free-for-all continental economy. This is

110i an option for Canadian development. Benefits for
t;i^nadian industry, however, do not necessarily mean
ac,^st to U.S. private interests;'but Canadian policy
neP ds to adopt a strategic approaçh to succeed.How do
we, use_ the levers we have? How do we use our
str(-ngths to compensate for our weaknesses? How do
we serve the interests of all the country and not just a
part? The answers to these questions are the basis for
pi<uming for the relationship with the United States.

a the discretion over the securing of national interests
h^ ch; inevitably, are not identi.cal^for both countries.

+ Suggestions that have been madë by various polit-
icâl representatives in the United States for the dével-
ou;ment of continental policies range from functional
co ;'operation in technical areas to continent-wide poli-
c it s for resources, food and technology. There may well
be. functional benefits from a continental approach in a
fé v select fields such as environmental control - al-
t}iough these should be examined closely. On the other
haüd, çontinent-wide policies in such areas as energy
and , resource management could lock Canada more
cloaely into another country's interest and future while-
reducing the freedom to manage our own interest and
fdture., Yet, because of the different nature of theI twô
ecunomies, the economic interests are not identical and

separate national attention and management are
called for.

The Third Option remains valid as an assumption

of Canadian foreign policy even if it no longer needs to

be cited as a constant point of reference. The Canadian
emphasis on bilateral relations with economic part-
ners, based on Canadian economic development objec-
tives, which Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mark MacGuigan recently spoke of is, in effect, an up-
dating of the Third Option policy. It recognizes the
prime importance of the relationship with the U.S., but
stresses the vital need for coordinated Canadian poli-
cies to develop key relationships with other countries
as well.

In reviewing, or re-visiting the Third Option, a
decade after its introiduction, one is struck by its mzsin-
terpretation overtime. Basically, it was rooted,in the

need for a domestic eçonomic strategy - "a long-term
..-..
comprehensive strategy to develop and strengthen the
Canadian economy and other aspects of our national
life and in, the process to reduce the present Canadian
vulnerability'. That is the exact language of the option
as used in Mitchell Sharp's paper setting it out (see
International Perspectives, Autumn 1972 special issue).

It was never meant toshift exportsfromthe U.S.
to somewhere else. It _ states clearly that the "United
States would almost certainly remain Canada's most
important market and source of supply by a very con-
siderable margin".It did, however, seek diversification. . _. , ^
of Canada's foreign relationships and greater balance
in other ties. Key bilateral relationships elsewhere in
the world needed to be developed more effectively as a
counterweight to the U.S. but also to provide new op-
portunities for development. It was not diversification-
for its own sake - but to add'new weight to our rela-
tions.

The option has been called a failure because it did
not lead to a. general diversification of export growth.
This is true in one respect - the European Conlmuni-
ty, where the commercial relationship with Britain dë-->^ ^.
clined in importance On the other liand, the relatiori-
ship with the Federal Republic of Germany, grew both
in. quantity and quality. In fact, in 1980 the Commu-

took almost $8 billion of Canadian exports. Thisnity
marked a dramatic recovery in Canada's share of world
exports and underscored the continuing importance of
the Community for Canadian interests. The Third Op-
tion is not the basis for Canada seeking closer relations
with Europe - these are merited on their own.

Japan overtook Britain as Canada's second largest
trading partner in 1972. Since then, trade with Japan
has more than tripled, accompanied by a $2 billion sur-
plus, though the quality of manufactured and further
processed goods exported does not accurately-reflect
Can'ada's industrial and technological capacities. Can-
ada is seeking an economic partnership with Japan
and not just a trading relationship. This has not yet
been achieved in an adequately balanced form.

The 1980's present new opportunities for strength-


